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ARGYLE DIAMONDS — KIMBERLEY OPERATIONS — BARRAMUNDI DREAMING 

Statement by Minister for Mines and Petroleum 

HON NORMAN MOORE (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Mines and Petroleum) [3.06 pm]: Last 

year, Argyle Diamonds celebrated its twenty-fifth year of full production from its open pit operations in the 

Kimberley. In response, its managing director, Kevin McLeish, commissioned a special book to record its unique 

history. This book is not commercially available, but I have received a copy of Barramundi Dreaming. It is an 

interesting read. 

Argyle was Western Australia’s first diamond mine. There were early concerns about the potential security risks 

posed by establishing such a mine, but the company persisted and a state agreement was signed in 1981. Over its 

history to date, Argyle has contributed around $1 billion in royalties to the state. It has generated revenues of 

more than $8 billion and generated jobs and wealth for the East Kimberley and Western Australia generally. 

Argyle remains the single biggest employer in the East Kimberley region. Indigenous workers make up 25 per 

cent of the mine’s workforce, and the company’s aim is to reach 50 per cent—a laudable vision. 

Just recently, my colleague the Minister for Commerce issued a media statement applauding Argyle’s efforts in 

the past year to support local content. He said that the company spent $516.6 million on goods and services in 

2011, with 88 per cent directly benefiting Western Australian–based companies. Argyle is a significant 

contributor to Western Australia’s economy in general, and the local economy of Kununurra, Wyndham and the 

East Kimberley in particular. 

Argyle diamonds are marketed and sold all over the world, with its signature Argyle pink diamonds achieving 

record prices. The company has also led the way in mining innovations. Its development of X-ray technology to 

help recover the big amounts of diamonds in its extraction process is one such example. This approach to 

innovation continues today with the company’s underground project, which will develop Western Australia’s 

first block cave and which aims to extend the mine’s life until at least 2019. The company’s plan to use remote 

mining techniques in its block cave will make mining safer by greater use of automated equipment, rather than 

people, underground. I wholeheartedly endorse this innovation. Any moves that make our mines safer should be 

supported. 

As I mentioned at the beginning, Barramundi Dreaming is an interesting read and I would encourage members 

to have a look at a copy, which is available in the Parliamentary Library. 

 


